AKC Tricks Title Evaluation

Saturday, September 8th after breakfast in the Chuck Illig Theater
Camp Lucy will offer Tricks Title testing for Novice and Intermediate Titles.
To earn a Trick Dog Novice (TKN) title:
 Perform 10 tricks from the Novice Trick List, or have the CGC on record at AKC and perform 5 tricks.
 Each trick must be done twice to count.
 May use food or toys to lure the dog into position (unless otherwise indicated for a specific trick).
 May use food as a reward after trick is completed.
The list of Novice Tricks may be viewed at: http://images.akc.org/pdf/trick_dog_novice-May2018.pdf
To earn an Intermediate Tricks (TKI) title:
 Successfully complete the requirements for the TKN title
 Perform 10 tricks from the Intermediate Trick List.
 Each trick must be done twice to count. Novice tricks cannot be repeated for Intermediate level.
 Lures ONLY when specified for a specific trick, otherwise no lures.
 May use food as a reward after trick is completed.
The list of Intermediate Tricks may be viewed at: http://images.akc.org/pdf/events/trick_dog_Intermediate_June_2018.pdf
Mary Jo McCormack will be the AKC evaluator. Mary Jo will be evaluating at no charge. AKC does require a
fee of $20 per title to register each title. The dog must have an AKC, ILP or CP number to have titles
registered. You may test for both titles at the same time. If the dog does not pass the Novice Title
evaluation, they will not be evaluated for the Intermediate Title.
If you need a prop supplied for the testing (examples would be a tunnel, cups for the find the treat, or an
“easy” button to press) please let us know so that we can have the prop available for the test. Keep in mind,
we may not have a prop for a last minute change to your tricks list.
Sign up for testing by sending an email to: suzynat@gmail.com Include your dog’s name and the tricks you
are planning.

